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Abstract—In this paper we propose a method which improves the efficiency of video coding. Our method combines an adaptive GOP (group of pictures) structure and the shot cut detection. We have analyzed different approaches for shot cut detection with aim to choose the most appropriate one. The next step is to situate $N$ frames to the positions of detected cuts during the process of video encoding. Finally the efficiency of the proposed method is confirmed by simulations and the obtained results are compared with fixed GOP structures of sizes 4, 8, 12, 16, 32, 64, 128 and GOP structure with length of entire video. Proposed method achieved the gain in bit rate from 0.37% to 50.59%, while providing PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) gain from 1.33% to 0.26% in comparison to simulated fixed GOP structures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the multimedia compression technology and computer performance is recorded a progress. It has led us to the widespread availability of digital video. The efficiency of video encoding became very important task, due to the need of flexibly delivering multimedia data to users with different available interests, access networks and resources.

The newest and the most efficient video coding standard is the H.264/AVC [1], [2]. New features of H.264 include motion estimation in variable block sizes, multiple reference frame motion compensation, spatial prediction for intra coding, small block size residual transform coding, adaptive and hierarchical block size transform, etc. [2]. The encoders mostly used fixed group of pictures (GOP) size to encode video sequences. The GOP size can achieve different values, but once target size for GOP is selected, it is applied to whole coded sequence.

While fixed GOP structures are easy to implement, they prevent encoders from adapting to temporal variations in video sequences and thus prevent encoders from improving coding efficiency by selecting the frame type of each frame adaptively. The transitions between shots are the region, where static GOP structures achieved poor performance. Generally, if the video frames with smaller video content variance are coded as intra frames, we will waste a lot of bits in video coding. Conversely, if two shots changed and frames are coded using inter frames, it will also become inefficient. This can be solved by using adaptive GOP structure with positioning $N$ frames to the places of shot changes.

Adaptive GOP structure (AGS) is a new technique that can be used for enhancing the coding performance of the scalable extension of H.264/AVC [3], [4]. The AGS scheme adaptively changes the sizes of GOP structure according to the temporal characteristics of a video sequence to improve the coding efficiency.

In this paper we propose a novel method of GOP structure adaptable to the positions of shot transitions. This approach is based on shot cut detection and subsequently the size of GOP structure is adapt to the video content by placing $N$ frames to detected abrupt cut. The proposed method was evaluated through experiments and obtained results were compared with selected sizes of fixed GOP structure.

The paper is structured as follows: in the second section is described a proposed method of adaptive GOP structure. Results obtained by the simulations for adaptive and fixed GOP structures are displayed in the third section. In conclusion we summarize and discuss all results.

II. THEORETICAL BASIS AND MODEL

Our proposal of GOP structure is based on two principles—the detection of shot transitions and applying $N$ frames to the positions of detected cuts.

A. Detection of Video Cuts

The majority of shot transitions used in video are abrupt cuts in general, because more than 99% of all transitions found in video [5]. It is the reason why we focused only on the detection of an abrupt cut.

Various approaches have been proposed to extract shots. The same basic scheme is used for the most of published methods—two consecutive frames are compared and evaluated by selected metrics for chosen technique. As the next step, the fixed or adaptive threshold is applied to determine the occurrence of shot cut [6].

For the detection of abrupt cuts we have used a method described in [7]. The novelty of this method is in comparing frame with its motion estimated prediction instead of pair of successive frames. This logic of comparison in combination
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with adaptive threshold lead to significant improvement of the efficiency and accuracy in shot cut detection. Fig. 1 illustrates us the principle of comparison for the majority of shot cut detection methods and for the method in [7]. The arrows indicate which frames are compared.

**B. Adaptive GOP Structure**

We place $N$ frames to the positions of abrupt cuts as we mentioned before. Thus we adapt the size of GOP structure to the content of video sequences.

According to positioning frame types between two consecutive $N$ frames, $M$ and $B$ frames are most commonly used. We have made decision to use only $M$ frames for simulation, because $B$ frames are computationally high demanding and can caused unwanted delays.

An example of proposed and fixed GOP structure is shown in Fig. 2. There are two abrupt cuts. Namely: between third and fourth frame and between sixth and seventh frame.

Fixed GOP structure selects $M$ frames for encoding of shot transitions. This decision causes the degradation of coding efficiency and increase the number of bits used for encoding, because $M$ frame will contains mainly $N$ macro blocks.

Proposed GOP structure adapts to video content and place $N$ frames to the positions of cuts.

![Example of fixed GOP structure (size 4) and proposed adaptive GOP structure](image)

**III. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS**

We confirmed the effectiveness of proposed method through a test experiment. For test purposes we created a video sequence with 1989 frames at CIF resolution (352 x 288 pixels) with 7 abrupt cuts sampled at rate of 30 frames per second. The test video sequence consists of eight standard test sequences: akyio, foreman, hall, flower, mobile, mother5daughter, stephan and bus.

Obtained results for proposed GOP structure were compared with the situation, when whole sequence is coded only with one $N$ frame at the beginning and the rest are $M$ frames (fixed GOP structure IPPP with the length of entire video sequence). With effort to provide similar comparison as in [8], adaptive GOP structure was additionally compared with fixed GOP structures of size 4, 8, 12, 16, 32, 64 and 128 (it means $N$ frame is followed by size-$1 M$ frames). Following
five conditions of H.264/AVC encoder were performed for each simulation:

- QP (quantization parameter): 28
- Reference for \( M \) slices: 1
- Total number of reference: 1
- Search range: 16
- Entropy coding method: CABAC

The results obtained during simulations are shown in Table I.

The highest PSNR and the smallest bit rate were achieved by proposed method of adaptive GOP structure. The improvement is more significant for bit rate.

Table II shows the gain of adaptive GOP structure in comparison to fixed GOP structures. Proposed method achieved a bit rate reduction from 0.37% to 50.59%, while providing PSNR gain from 1.33% to 0.26%.

We can see that the highest bit rate reduction was achieved in comparison with fixed GOP structure of size 4. This case illustrates that if we select small size of GOP structure, we will increase the bit rate.

In the case of selected GOP with the size same as the length of entire video sequence (IPPP); we have forced encoder to use only one \( N \) frame for whole sequence. Despite this fact proposed method achieved 0.37% bit rate reduction. The bit rate of fixed GOP structure was increased due to large amount of \( N \) macro blocks used in \( M \) frames in positions of abrupt cuts. 0.37% reduction is not so high; however it gives an assumption that the reduction becomes more significant for video sequences with more shot transitions.

Table III shows the difference in bit usage for \( N \) and \( M \) frames at the places of cuts for the same PSNR. With effort to provide as close PSNR as possible for adaptive and fixed GOP structure, we have used different quantization parameter for each GOP structure. The number of bits needed for encoding was higher if we used \( M \) frames in detected cuts for each cut. This was caused by a large number of used Intra macro blocks as it can be seen from third column for fixed GOP structure.

In this paper we present an adaptive GOP method for improving coding efficiency of H.264/AVC. The novelty of proposed method is in the using of method for shot cut detection with new logic of frames comparison and in adapting GOP structure to the video characteristics. Our method places \( N \) frames to the positions of detected abrupt cuts, the rest of sequence is encoded as \( M \) frames.

We make experimental tests and we prove correctness and efficiency of our approach in a comparison to fixed GOP structures of sizes 4, 8, 12, 16, 32, 64, 128 and length of the whole video sequence. Bit rate reduction is obtained by method of adaptive GOP differs from 0.37% (fixed GOP structure with length of video sequence) to 50.59% (fixed GOP structure of size 4), while providing PSNR gain from 1.33% to 0.26% at the same time.

0.37% reduction of bit rate in the case of fixed GOP structure, where only one \( N \) frame is used for whole coded video sequence, shows the \( M \) frames placed to the shot transition will increase the bit rate.

When we compare our method with solution in [8] we achieve higher bit rate reduction for the same GOP sizes 4, 8, 16 and 32. Furthermore our proposed method is not degrading PSNR.

The another important advantage of using proposed adaptive GOP structure, in addition to improvement of video coding efficiency while providing the same quality, is the simplification of later video segmentation. There is no need to run shot cut detection process again, because cuts can be identified in positions of \( N \) frames.

In further research, we would like to examine the influence of various quantization parameters and of the composition of...
GOP structure on the video coding efficiency and video quality.
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